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Abstract 
We give an analysis of classes of recursive types by presenting two extensions of the simply-typed 
lambda calculus. The first language only allows recursive types with built-in principles of well-founded 
induction, while the second allows more general recursive types which permit non-terminating compu- 
tations. We discuss the expressive power of the languages, examine the properties of reduction-based 
operational semantics for them, and give examples of their use in expressing iteration over large ordinals 
and in simulating both call-by-name and call-by-value versions of the untyped lambda calculus. The 
motivations for this work come from category theoretic models. 
1 Introduction 
An examination of the common uses of recursion in defining types reveals that there are two distinct classes 
of operations being performed. The first class of recursive type contains what are generally known as 
the "inductive" types, as well as their duals, the "coiilductive" or "projective" types. The distinguishing 
characteristic of the types in this class is that they each have an associated rule of well-founded induction. 
Common inductive types are lists, trees, a.nd the natural numbers, whereas standard examples of projective 
types are computable infinite streams a.nd the na.tura.1 numbers plus a point a t  infinity. The second class of 
recursive type contains what we refer to  as the "retractive" types, whose distinguishing characteristic is that 
they contain elements which represent non-termina.t,ing computations. The standard example of a retractive 
type is the universal type which can be given to terms of an untyped lambda calculus. 
We will present and discuss two fuiictional 1angua.ges containing these recursive types. The first, which 
we refer to  as Xp", adds only the inductive and projective t,ypes to a simply-typed lambda calculus with finite 
products and sums. This language is essentially identical to  the language XMMp" developed independently by 
Greiner [Gre92]; both Xp" and XMMpU were inspired by Hagino's work with categorical datatypes [Hag87a, 
Hag87bl. The obvious non-deterministic operational sema.ntics for Xpu is shown to  be both confluent and 
strongly normalizing, hence the non-determinism is inessential and any of the common reduction strategies 
will be normalizing. 
The second language, A'", ext,ends XpV in t,wo ways. It includes the retractive types as well as the 
inductive and projective recursive types, and it also adds an explicit lifting constructor, for introducing 
types for which evaluation may not terminate. Lifting is essential in describing which type expressions are 
allowed in the body of a retractive type definition. The standard approach t o  introducing recursive types in 
~ - 
a language involves modifying the sema.ntics of some of t,he type constructors so that all recursive domain 
equations will have solutions; typically this means that the sum or product types will not be "extensional" (see 
for example [GS90, Plo85, SP821). Our work developed from a desire to  have recursive types in a language 
whose equational semantics includes extensionality for bot>ll products and sums ( i . e . ,  both products and 
sums are "categorical"). It is well-known that such a semaatics in which all recursive domain equations have 
solutions must be inconsistent, hence we must restrict the class of solvable domain equations. Explicitly 
introducing lifted types enables us to do this by defining the class of "pointed" type expressions, which 
intuitively are those that contain a "bottom" element,, representing non-termination. 
Since the operational semantics of Xi'" is strongly normalizing, only total functions are representable. We 
show that all of the natural number functions which are provably total in Peano Arithmetic are expressible 
in Ap". There are also expressible functions which are not provably total in PA, hence the language is 
more expressive than Godel's system T of primitive recursive functionals. We show that all of the functions 
expressible in XpV are provably total in second-order arithmetic, by a translation into Girard's system F; 
however, there are algorithms expressible in ApV which do not seem possible in system F, such as a constant- 
time predecessor. 
A fixed point operator may be defined for pointed types (such as the flat natural numbers) in A l p ,  hence 
we may express all partial recursive functions over such types. Because of the possibility of non-termination, 
reduction order becomes important in giving an operational semantics for Alp. We show that a leftmost 
reduction strategy is normalizing. Using this fact, we give translations of both the call-by-value and call-by- 
name versions of the untyped lambda calculus into A'P and show that the translations preserve the reduction 
relation. 
By distinguishing these classes of recursive types, we have thus exhibited a Turing-equivalent functional 
programming language which contains a very expressive terminating sublanguage. By using the type system 
in this way to identify all the possible sources of non-termination in a program, we hope to make feasible more 
effective techniques for proving properties of programs, and perhaps also allow more powerful optimization 
procedures. 
This is a revised and condensed version of mat,erial which appeared in the author's doctoral dissertation 
[How92]. 
2 Syntax of the language XI"" 
Type expressions may be any of the following, where we use a, r, . . . as metavariables for type expressions: 
The types of the language will be the closed type espressions, z.e., all occurrences of type variables t must 
be in the scope of a binding operator p or v naming the same variable. Not every type expression a may 
be the body of an inductive (p) or projective ( I / )  t,ype - the bound type variable t may only occur strictly 
positively in a, that is, it may not appear in any subterin of the left argument of an arrow. 
We now give an inference system for typing assertions r D Ad: a for well-formed terms of Xpu. We start 
with the usual rules for variables, A-abstraction and application: 
(add var) 
(+ Intro) 
(--t Elim) 
r, x :  U P  Ad: r 
r t, (AX: U .  n): a+r 
The constants and term constructors corresponding to t,he given t,ype constructors come from the categorical 
interpretation of the types. For example, t,he (+ Elinz) rule provides the mediating arrow from the sum a + T 
to an arbitrary type v, given arrows from each of a and r to v. 
(0 Elim) 0 D 0": 0'11. 
(+ Elim) r D A / :  U-U, r D 1V: r-?i r D [ M ,  N]: a + r-v. 
(1 Intro) I ' D O : ~  
r b M : u ,  r b N : r  ( x  Intro) 
r r , ( M , N ) : u  x T. 
We interpret the action of substituting a type T for a free variable t in a type expression u, which we 
write as {r/t}a, as the application of a functor to an object. For example, the interpretation of a t x v is 
the endofunctor F such that if the objects interpreting r and v are A and B ,  respectively, then the object 
interpreting {r/t}a T x v is F(A) = A x B.  By abuse of notation we will often write F(T)  for the type 
{r/t}u; correspondingly we will write p F  instead of pi.  a (and likewise for v), where the underlying type 
expression a is left implicit. 
Finally, we have the terms associated with the inductive and projective types. The categorical interpre- 
tation of an inductive type p F  is an initial F-algebra, i . e . ,  an arrow p from F ( p F )  to p F  such that for any 
other F-algebra f: F(X)+X there is a unique F-algebra morphism h f :  cp-f, that is, an arrow h f :pF+X 
such that the following diagram commutes: 
We therefore introduce the following terms corresponding t.o 9 and hf , for each "functor" F: 
(p  Intro) 0 D f ~ l d , , ~ :  F (pF) -pF  
(p  Elim) 0 D 2tLF: ( F ( T ) - T ) + ~ F ~ T .  
It has long been known that the initial algebra cp is actually an isomorphism; indeed, the arrow hF(,+,) names 
its inverse (we will prove this below within the terms of A"). Thus we do not need to add a term to ApV 
which provides an inverse to foldpp; however, to obtain a better simulation of primitive recursion it will 
prove useful to  consider an expanded langua.ge Xpu' which also contains a family of unfolding operators: 
(p  Elirn') 0 D u~tfoid, ,~:  / tF+F(pF) .  
This is discussed further in Section 5. 
We have the dual situation for projective t,ypes. The interpretation of v F  is a terminal F-coalgebra, i . e . ,  
an arrow $: vF+F(vF)  such that for every F-coalgehra g: Y+F(Y) there is a unique arrow kg: Y+vF such 
that 
Y k, - v F  
commutes. The constants corresponding to li, and k are 
(Y Elirn) 0 D U I I ~ O ~ ~ , ~ :  vF-F(vF) 
(v Intro) 0 D new;,: (T-F(T))-T-vF 
In the language ApV' we also add the inverse to ~ ln fo ld ,~ ,  just as we added the inverse for foldpF above: 
(v Intro') 0 D foldvF: F(vF)- -vF 
To extend the category-theoretic intuition behind the terms of Xp", we will write the composition of 
two "arrows" (terms of function type) M :  r + v  and N :  a-tr as M o N :  a+v,  which is an abbreviation for 
(Ax: a .  M(Nx)) ,  where x does not occur free in either M or N.  We will also make use of the identity term 
for this composition (up to provable equality, as described in the next section), defining i d u  (Ax: a. z), for 
each type a .  
We have already mentioned the interpretation of substitution in a type expression as being the application 
of a functor t o  an object; we may extend this effect in a natural way to define the application of a functor 
t o  an arrow (i.e., a term). For our purposes, it will be more useful to apply a functor to  an internal arrow, 
that is, a term of function type; because our intended model is a cartesian closed category (hence we have 
extensional finite products and function spaces) this is entirely equivalent to  defining functor application on 
arbitrary terms and their typing contexts. Thus, given a functor F and a term M :  a i r ,  we will produce 
a term F ( M ) :  F (a )+F( r ) .  In addition, after the equations are introduced in the next section, we will be 
able to  prove that F(id)  = id and F ( M  o N )  = F ( M )  o F ( N ) ,  completely justifying our referring t o  F as a 
functor. The basic idea for this comes from Hagino [Hag87a, Hag87b1, although his presentation is somewhat 
more difficult to  read and treats only strictly positive functors. 
The definition of F ( M )  proceeds by cases on the structure of the body type F( t )  a :  
a if F( t )  = v, where t does not occur free in v, t,hen F ( A f )  = zd"; 
a if F ( t )  = t ,  then F ( M )  = Ad; 
a if F ( t )  = G(t) + H(t) ,  then F(A1) = [ i l  o G(i l l ) ,  LL, o H(J1)];  
a if F( t )  = G(t) x H(t) ,  then F ( M )  = X(x: G(u), y: H(u) ) .  (G(Ad)z, H(M)y);  
a if F ( t )  = G(t)+H(t),  then F ( M )  = X f :  G(u)--H(u). H(Af) o f o G ( M  OP) (see below); 
F ( u )  (G(F(u ) ,  d l )  o ~nfold, ,~( , , ,~) .  a if F ( t )  = vs. G(s, t ) ,  then F(Al) = newvs G ( s , r )  
For the system as defined in this section, F will always be strict.1~ positive, so the type expression G(t) will 
not depend on t in the case F( t )  = G(t)+H(t)  a.hove. To handle the language A L P ,  however, we include the 
mechanism for dealing with arbitrary covariant functors F .  The metanotation M O P  is meant to  indicate a 
term of type r+a ,  the opposite of M: u+r.  Since in general we have no way of forming an opposite term, 
the only rules we have are that opposit,e is an anti-invol.utioa, i.e., the opposite of the opposite is the original 
term: (MOP)OP 3 M ,  and opposite is contravariant. with respect to composition: ( M  o N)Op r NOP o Mop 
(from which it  is easy t o  prove that also idop zd). In forming t,he subterm G(MOP), if G is contravariant 
then by using this rule we will only ever need AT; if Af°F aa.ppears in the fully expanded term F (M) ,  then F 
must not have been cova.riant?. 
3 Equational proof system for Xf'" 
Now that we have introduced the syntax of A@", it is time t,o give a formal semantics for the language, in 
the form of a set of equational axioms and proof rules. The categorical interpretation will continue to  be 
our guide in describing the equa.tions t,hat hold between t,ern~s. We start by listing the usual structural 
rules necessary t o  have an equivalence relation that respects tmerm forma.t,ion, including adding and renaming 
variables: 
(trans) 
I ' , ~ : u D M = N : T  
r D (Ax: u. M )  = (Ax: a .  N) : a+r 
I ' b M = N : a  (add var) I ' , x : T D M  = N : u 
(a) I' D (Ax: a. M )  = (Ay: a .  {y/x)M) : a i r ,  if y $2 FV(M). 
The rest of the axioms and inference rules come in two forms; in terms of the categorical interpretations 
of the type constructors, the (P) axioms state that the arrows provided for the type make a particular 
diagram commute, while the (9) axioms and rules establish that those arrows do so uniquely. For example, 
the (+P) axioms assert that the mediating morphism [M, N]: a+ r+v properly factors the arrows M:  u+v 
and N:  T-+V through a + T,  while the (+q) axiom ensures that all terms with this property must be equal. 
I' D [Al, AT] 0 L ,  = A1 : a-v 
~ D [ M , N ] O I ~ =  N : T ~ U  
r D [ ~ i l  L l ,  AI L ? ]  = AI : a + r+v. 
r t > O = h d : l .  
r rzal(Ad,N) = M : a 
r D ~ ~ ( A f , g )  = N : T 
r D ( T ~ A I ,  T ~ A I )  = AI : x 
I' D (Ax: a .  A1)N = {N/x)Al : T, 
I'D (Ax: a. Mx)  = M : a i r ,  for x @ FV(M). 
r D ( ~ t ; ~  M )  o foldpF = M o F(ztZF M )  : F(pF)-+r, 
(4 I? D unfolduF o(n,etuLF Ail) = F ( n e . u ~ L ~  A1) o AC : r + F ( u F )  
For the extended language Apv' we also have axioms assert,ing that the extra terms unfoldpF and foldvF are 
inverses for foldpF and unfoldvFl respectively: 
(UP') I' D unfolduF o foldvF = idF'vF) : F(vF)-F(vF)  
(~17') r D foldvF o ~rnfo ld ,~  zdVF : vF-+YF 
As promised in the previous section, we ma,y now prove some lemmas about the behavior of our abbre- 
viated terms. 
Lemma 3.1 Application of a '~un,ctor" F to a terin preserves composition and identities, i . e . ,  F(M o N )  = 
F ( M )  o F ( N )  and F(id)  = id (thus jusfifyiilg use of the tern1 fu?tcior for substitution in a type). 
Proof. By induction on the structure of F; we will only show a few of the more interesting cases. For the 
induction to go through, we actually need to prove more - namely, that this result can be extended to 
functors with more than one argument, e.g., G(M o N, P o Q) = G(M, P) o G(N, Q); this extension is quite 
easy and giving the full details would not add enough to the presentation to be worth the extra notation. 
We assume that I'D M: r-v and r D N: a-r are well-formed for some T. 
if F( t )  = G(t) + H(t) ,  then 
F ( M )  o F ( N )  = [F(M) o F (N)  o 11, F ( M )  0 F(N)  0 121 
= [F(M) o 11 o G(N),  F (M)  o 12 o H ( N ) ]  
= [ L ,  0 G(M) o G(N),  0 H(M)  0 H(N)] 
= [ L ~  o G ( M  0 N) ,  L Z  o H ( M  o N)] 
= F ( M  o N); 
also, F(idu) = [ L , ,  LZ] = idF(') 
if F( t )  = G(t)-H(t), then 
for the identity, we have 
F ( M )  0 F(N)  fold,(,) 
= F ( M )  o foldF(,) oG(F(r ) ,  N )  0 G(F(N) ,  U )  
= foldF(,) oG(F(v), M )  0 G(F(AI), r )  o G(F(r ) ,  N) 0 G(F(N) ,  u) 
= foldF(,) oG(F(v), M )  0 G(F(v),  N )  0 G(F(M),  a) G(F(N) ,  0) 
= foldF(,) oG(F(v), A6 o N)  o G(F(Al) o F ( N ) ,  a), 
where the interchange G(F(M) ,  T) o G(F( r ) ,  N )  = G(F(v) ,  N )  o G(F(M),  a )  in the middle is possible 
because both sides are equal to G(F(AI), N) ,  noticilig that,  e.g., G(F(M),  r )  = G ( F ( M ) ,  idF(')) and 
using the multiple argument form of the induct~ioi~ l ypot~hesis. From the above we may then use ( p q )  
to  deduce that F ( M )  o F ( N )  = i i~~~j( fo id , , , . ,  oG(F(v), A4 o N))  = F ( M  o N). For the identity, we 
must show that F( idu)  = it:!; is the identity; but idF(') o foldF,,, = foldF(,) o ~ ( i d ~ ( ' ) ,  u) 
by the induction hypothesis, so idF(') = il;::; by (p)).  
We may now use this lemma about funct,ors t.o prove t.he stmatelllent a.bove that the terms corresponding 
to the arrows hF(,) and K F ( @ )  are inverses for fold,,, and ,ttnfoldVF, respectively. 
Lemma 3.2 The term it;gF) F(fold,,) is 0 7 ,  iaverrr for- fold,,, and a r w ~ ~ F ) F ( u n f o l d , F )  is on inverse 
for unfoldvF. 
Proof. For variety, we will show the proof for the projective type v F ;  the inductive case is quite similar. Let 
us refer to  the term new;gF) F(unfoldvF)  as refold; then what we wish to  show is that refold o unfoldvF = 
idvF and unfold,, o refold = idF(vF) .  First note that unfolduF o refold = F(refo1d) o F(unfoldVF) = 
F(refo1d o unfoldvF) by ( v p )  and the previous lemma; thus the second equation follows from the first. Since 
unfold,, o refold o unfold,, = F(refo1d o unfo[dvF) o unfoldvF, we may use the ( v ~ )  rule to  conclude that 
refold o unfoldvF = new!; ~ t t f o l d , ~ .  The right-hand side of this equation is equal to the identity, by using 
( v q )  again on the equation unfoldvF o idvF = F ( i d v F )  o unfolduF, hence we are done. 
4 The reduction system A$" 
The reduction rules we will take for Atv are essentially the ( P )  axioms of the previous section, oriented in 
the direction of "computation." Since we do not include any (17) rules, the form of some of the axioms 
will be changed t o  better match our notion of normal form - instead of dealing with functional terms and 
composition, we will apply such terms to dummy arguments to get rid of the 0's. Here are the reduction 
rules: 
(+Pl )r [AI, N](s lP)  - A l p  
(+P2)r  [Ad, AJ] ( L  P )  - IV P 
( x P 1 ) ~  a l ( A I ,  AT) - M 
(xP2)r  r s ( A f ,  N )  - A' 
(-P>r (Ax:  a. A l )N  - { N / z ) A l  
( P P ) ~  M(foldPF P )  - Af (F(2tLF 11f)P) 
~ l l f 0 l d , ~ ( 7 l e ~ ~ ~  M P )  -F(netuLF M ) ( M P ) .  
For the language extended with u ~ l f o l d , , ~  and folduF we have two additional rules, producing the system 
The first important theorems of this section a,re t,hat XIu  is confluent and strongly normalizing. As a 
result, we will be able to  speak of t-he unique normal form X F u ( A f )  of an arbitrary term M, independent of 
any specific reduction strategy. 
T h e o r e m  4.1 (S t rong  Normal iza t ion)  There zs no znfin~te sequence of reductions M 1  - M2 - 
M 3 - . . .  i n A r v .  
Proof .  In the next section we give a tra.nsla.t.ion of A P u  int,o Girard's System F, with the property that if 
M  - N in Atv then M -+ N in F. Since F is strongly normalizing [GLT89], this establishes that Atv 
is also, since otherwise we would be a.ble to cor~st~ruct t~he infinite reduction sequence -+ -+ 
- 
M3 -++ . . .  in F. 
T h e o r e m  4.2 (Confluence)  If M - N and Ad A P ,  the11 there is a term Q such ihal N * Q and 
P - Q,  for reduction in X Iv .  
Proof.  We only need to show that A;" is weakly confluent, i e . ,  if M --+ N and M  - P then N and 
P have a common reduct, since by a version of Newman's theorem [New421 the fact that it is also strongly 
normalizing implies that it is confluent. It. is easy t,o see t11a.t Af" is weakly confluent, since there are no 
critical pairs, hence we are done. 
Although we have not worked out the proofs in detail, it should be easy to  show that A;"' is also confluent 
and strongly normalizing. The proof of strong normalization is made somewhat clumsy by the fact that 
there is no obvious way of translating the extra reductions of Xf lu '  into System F. 
The author's doctoral dissertation [How921 discusses in more detail the relation between the operational 
semantics A:" and the equational proof system given in the previous section. Briefly, we first take the 
observable types to  be 1, u + r, a x r, and p F ,  where a, r, and F(v)  are all observable types (provided v 
is observable). Then we define a result to  be a closed normal form of observable type, and find that Aff" is 
adequate for computing results of programs: 
T h e o r e m  4.3 If 0 P P = R : u is provable for  R a result, then P - R in At". 
Proof .  It is sufficient to show that if 0 r> P gl Q: a is provable, and Q - R for R a result, then P - R,  
where 21 means that exactly one (17) rule is used (along with whatever structural rules are needed). The 
theorem then follows by the normal form property of - and induction on the number of (q) rules. 
The problem then is to  construct a reduction sequence P - R from the given sequence Q - R. If 
the (q) rule is (+q), (xq) ,  or (-+v), then this chiefly consists of mimicking the reduction from Q on P, either 
adding or deleting steps corresponding to the destruction of an (17) redex by a (P )  reduction. One difficulty 
arises in these cases from the non-linearity of ($7) and ( X V )  - if Q contains the subterm [M o 11, M o i2] 
where P only has M,  for example, then we must choose t o  follow the reduction on only the first, say, of the 
two components of the choice in reducing P; since R is a result and reduction is confluent, we may make 
this choice arbitrarily. 
We are thus left with the case of the (7) step for one of the recursive types. We will consider (pq) - 
the situation for (vq) is entirely similar. If P contains a subterm Ad and Q contains ztLF N in the same 
position, then in constructing the reduction from P we will need to use the hypothesis from the (q) rule, z.e., 
M o  foldpF = N o  F ( M ) .  Now, for every (pP) step in the original reduction of the form itLF Nt(foldpF K) - 
N1(F(2tLF N 1 ) K ) ,  we must replace it with the equatzonal step Ail1(foldPF I<) = N'(F(Mt)K),  where M' and 
N' are corresponding residuals of M and AT. \Ve nlust then go back and apply the current theorem to  convert 
this new equational proof of P = R into a reduction P -++ R; we avoid circularity by noting that the height 
of the new proof tree for P = R is shorter than before, measured in the number of nested applications of the 
(pq) and (vq) rules. In the situation where P contains ztZF N and Q contains M we go through the same 
process, with the additional requirement that the reduction from Q must be rearranged so that if M is a 
A-abstraction it will only be P-reduced when applied to arguments of the form foldpF I<. rn 
Corol lary 4.4 If 0 D P = Q : a is provable at obserziable type a ,  then XtfV(P) = XKU(Q). 
Proof. Trivial, since reduction is confluent and strongly normalizing. w 
If we define observatioital congruence as r D M E N: a if XtfV(P[M]) G X;"(P[N]) for every well-formed 
program context P[ 1, then we find that the full equational proof system, including the extensional rules, is 
sound for reasoning about programs: 
Corol lary 4.5 The equational proof system for XJ'" zs sound for obserz~ational congruence. 
Proof .  Follows directly from the previous corolla.ry. 
Therefore, we conclude that Xf" provides a suitahle opera.tiona1 semantics for the language Apv 
Some examples of observable types are: 
boo1 z 1 + 1, the booleans; the only resu1t.s of this type are true 110 and false 5 120. 
nai = pt. 1 + t ,  the set of natural numbers; resu1t.s of this type take the form zero E f o l d ( ~ ~ 0 )  or 
succ(n) = fold(i2n), where 11 is another such result. 
natlist pt .  1 + nut x t ,  the type of lists of nat.ura1 numbers; the results of this type are of the form 
nil G fold(llO) and cons(n,&) = fo ld(~?(n ,  &)). 
5 Comparison with Systems T and F 
The question naturally arises of what functions are expressible in Ap". We speak here of functions on the 
natural numbers, as given by the (observable) type nat described in the previous section. Since A!" is 
strongly normalizing, all the functions must be total. We can enumerate the terms of A'", therefore we 
must not be able to  represent all of the total functions (since that set is not recursively enumerable). In this 
section we will see that all of the functions that are provably total in Peano arithmetic are definable, as well 
as some that are not. We will also show that At" is strongly normalizing by simulating it in System F; since 
the functions expressible in F are exactly those which are provably total in second-order arithmetic, we thus 
have a range in which the answer must fall: 
Theorem 5.1 The class of functions definable in ApU properly includes those which are provably total in 
Peano arithmetic, and is included in the class of functions provably total in second-order arithmetic. 
The rest of this section will be devoted to the proof of this theorem. 
5.1 Simulation of System T 
To prove the first part of this theorern, we first show how to simulate Godel's system T of primitive recursive 
functionals of finite type [God581 in XI", as i t  is well-known that the functions expressible in T are precisely 
those which are provably total in Peano arit,hilietic. We have already seen how to represent the natural 
numbers with the type nut pt .  1 + t ;  the only difficulty is finding an appropriate term to implement a 
general recursor, since Xb" only provides an iterat,or. That is, we need a term Rr: r+(r+nat+r)+nat+r,  
for each type T, such that 
R T a f O - a  
R T  a f (succn) - f (RT a f n )n .  
In XP" we are only given an iterator - for the type i ~ n i  we get. a term Zr :  r+(r+r)+nat+r  by defining 
Z7 a f r itT,,,[AO. a ,  f]; its reduction behavior is given by 
Z T a f O - a  
ZT a f (SI~CC n )  --- f ( Z r  a f n). 
The extra argument n to  the function f in the induct,ive ca.se of the recursor is what differentiates the two; 
it allows the predecessor function to be defined wit.11 t,he recursor simply by R~~~ 0 (Ax: nat. Xy: nut. y). 
Since we have product types in Xp", we can use a st,andard trick to  simulate the recursor with the iterator 
- we define an auxilliary function which will return a pair consisting of the desired function result as well as 
the corresponding argument va,lue, thus nlaking the second argument to  f available. That  is, we may define 
the same function on natural numbers as given by R r  a f with the term T I  o ZT a' f l ,  where a' (a, 0) and 
f' x n z (f x n,  succ n). Extensionally this produces t,he same function, but intensionally it is not the same 
algorithm as given by the recursor. To see this, const.ruct tshe definition of the predecessor function using 
the iterator and observe t8hat it takes n. streps t,o build up  t,lle predecessor of (succ n),  whereas the recursor 
can find the answer in constant time. 
In the extended language Xp"' we can avoid this mismat.ch by using  infold,,, t o  define the predecessor: 
pred = [XO. 0, id]ounfold,,,. Using this we may now define a recursor which has the same reduction behavior 
as RT , by essentially passing the needed second a.rgun1ent down from the top, instead of building it  up from 
the bottom. If we define the term Rit a f :  nut--r t80 be 
(An: not. z"~~"(xz: nat. a)(Xg: 12ai-T. Xln: lint. f (g(pred m))(pred m)) n n),  
then we may prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 5.2 A function defined with the recursor Rzt tuill harle the same running time in A;"' (within a 
constant factor) as the eqtiiualent functzon defined w i f h  RT ulill have in T. 
Proof. All we need t o  show is that the two reduction rules for RT in T can be performed in constant 
time in A:"'. We omit a number of steps showing the details of reducing Z and pred; it is easy t o  verify 
that the total number of steps remains independent of the size of the input. Also, we abbreviate the term 
Z ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ( A X :  nat. a)(Ag: nat-r. Am: nat. f (g(pred m))(pred m)) as Qz, f .  
R:,afO - Qi,,00 
-+ (Ax: nat. a) 0 
- a 
R:, a f (succp) - QL, (SUCC P)(SUCC p) 
--i, (Ag: nat-+r. Am: nat. f (g(pred m))(pred rn))(Q:,, p)(succ p) 
-- (Am: nut. f (Q;,, p (pred m))(pred m))(succ p) 
- f(Q:, f p(pred(succp)) ) (pred(succ  P)) 
- f(QL,, PP) P. 
This last term is one ( - + / ? )  step from f(R:+ a f p) p ,  tvhich corresponds to the term we would get after one 
reduction step from R T  a. f (S~LCCP) in T. 
5.2 Iteration over large ordiilals 
We have already mentioned the relation between System T and the functions that are provably total in Peano 
arithmetic. Another characterization of the functioils expressible in T is that they are the functions definable 
by transfinite recursion up to some ordinal a < € 0 ,  where €0  is the least ordinal c such that c = w' (see 
[Kre59] or [Sch75]; a good text covering this subject is [Ros84]). We will show that AP" is more expressive 
than T, thus completing the proof of the first part of Theorem 5 .1 ,  by constructing the Hardy function 
H,,, which requires iteration up to  €0 itself [BWB'i]. The method we use to  represent ordinal numbers and 
construct the hierarchy of Hardy funct,ions is based on an exa.nlple given by Coquand and Paulin [CPSO]. 
To define Ha for a 5 €0 we will need to choose a. fu~tdnnzental sequence for each limit ordinal 5 €0; that 
is, for each limit ordinal A we need an increasing, na.tura1 number indexed sequence (A[O], X[l], . . .) of ordinals 
less than A whose limit is A .  A convenient choice inakes use of the Ca.ntor normal form, which writes each 
ordinal a < €0 uniquely as wal +.  . . +wak + 112, for seine natural numbers k and m and ordinals (themselves 
in normal form) 0 < a k  5 . . . 5 a1 < a.  If a. is a limit ordinal, then v7e take the ordinal wal + . . - + wak[n] 
as the nth element of the fundamental sequence for a ,  where UP+' [n] = WP . n and wX[n] = wX["] for A a 
limit. We extend this definition to  €0 by ta.king f o [ O ]  = 1  a.nd c o [ n  + 11 = w'0[~1. Now we may define the 
functions H ,  as follows: 
The type of notations for countable ordii1a.l~ 1na.y be specified as the inductive type ord pt.  1 + t + 
( n a t d t ) ;  the constructors are thus 
ordzero foldord 017: l -+o rd  
ordsucc E foldord 01:: o r d i o r d  
linx fold o,d 06:: (l~at+ord)+ord. 
(Although we have not formally int,roduced them, the const,ant.s 1; are the natural extensions of the binary 
injection functions to  the case of wary sums; they may be declared as syntactic sugar for the obvious 
definition in terms of the binary ca,se, depending only on whether + is taken t o  associate to  the right or the 
left.) The interpretation of lim is that it creat.es an ordinal given a function which specifies the fundamental 
sequence for the ordinal; for example, we may define w li7n inord, where inord i t ~ ~ ~ [ o r d t e r o ,  o dsucc] 
is the natural injection from nat to ord, since (0,1,2,. . .) is the fundamental sequence for w.  Addition, 
multiplication, and exponentiation of ordinals may be defined as follows: 
ordplus - (Xcr: ord. i t ~ ~ ~ [ ( X ~ .  a ) ,  ordsucc, lim]) 
ordtirnes (Xa: ord. it~:$[ordzero, (XP: ord. ordplus P a ) ,  lim]) 
ordexp cp ((Xa: ord. itz:$[ordone, (XP: ord. ordtirnesoa), lirn]), 
where ordone ordsucc o ordzero. A function that  creates an exponential stack of n w's when applied to  
a natural number n is ornegaexp i t ~ ~ $ [ o r d o n e ,  ordexpw]; we may thus define a notation for €0 by stating 
€0 -- lim omegaexp. 
The following term represents the Hardy function H :  ord-nat+nat in Xp": 
i t ~ $ + n a t [ ( X O .  idnat),  (Xf: nat-nut. f o succ), (Xg: nat-nat-nal. An: nat.  gnn)]. 
We will demonstrate the use of these definitions by evaluating H,,(O): 
Hco 0 H(1zrn ornegne~p) 0 
- (H o omegaexp) 0 0 
--+ H(ordoi,eO) 0 
cp H(ords~~cc(ordzero0)) 0 
-- ((H(ordzero0)) o succ) 0 
- ( ? P a t  o succ) 0 
- sucro. 
Being able to  construct H,, is sufficient for showing t,l~a.t Xp" can express more than the primitive recursive 
functionals of T, but there is no rea.son to stop a,t c o .  Indeed, since we may define the Veblen hierarchy 
of functions cp,: ord-ord for all a: ord, we have a system of notatlion for all the ordinals less than ro, the 
first "strongly critical" ordinal (see [Gal911 for a very readable discussion of the significance of Po). The 
particular Veblen hierarchy t o  which we refer is tl1a.t st.arting from cpo(P) = w@; then the function cp, for 
a > 0 enumerates the common fixed points of all the functions p, for y < a .  For example, (ol enumerates 
the fixed points of cpo = AD. w@; these are known as t,he epsilon numbers, and indeed the first fixed point 
(pl(0) is the ordinal €0 discussed above. We will not give the term which computes cp here, but  a detailed 
description of how to define i t  in terms of f~ndament~a l  sequences is given in [CW83]. 
The ordinal ro is still not the 1a.rgest ordina.1 we call express in Ah". As Miller shows in [Mi176], we 
may extend the definition of c p ,  to uncountable ordinals a that satisfy certain conditions. For example, 
p a  is the function which enumerates the strongly critical ordi~lals (so cpn(0) = r o ) ,  where C2 is the least 
uncountable ordinal. We can express Q, and many other uncountable ordinals, in Xp" by introducing the 
type ordl pi. 1 + t + (nat-t) + (ord-t). As for ord, the first three components of the body of the 
recursive type represent zero, successor ordinals, and (laat-indexed) limit ordinals. But ordl also has a 
fourth component which allows ord-indexed lilnits. If we define lim: z foldordl O L ~ :  (ord-ord1)-o~dl, and 
make the obvious definition for inordl: ord-ordl, t.hen we may set S2 lirni inordl. We may then define 
the usual arithmetic operations on ordl,  allowing the construction of such ordinals as C12, a n ,  and even 
€n+l = fin'.', wit)h which we ma.y go back and const,ruct t.he count3a.ble (but very large) ordinal cp,,+,+l(O), 
known as "Howard's ordinal." ' 
We may make one more step in the production of ever-larger ordinals. By generalizing the construction of 
the types ord and ordl,  we may construct the class ordn of clbslract tree ordinals (see [Wai89]), all of which 
will have cardinality N,, by the inductive type pt .  1 + i  + (llaf-t) + (ord-t) + (ordl+t) + - ,  .+ ( ~ r d , - ~ + t ) .  
Elements of this type may be defined a.s limits of order type up t,o R,, t,he n th  regular ordinal beyond Q0 cp w .  
Further discussion of these ordinals is fa.r beyond the scope of this paper; for more details see for example 
[Mi176, Wai891. 
No relation to the author. 
5.3 Simulation in System F 
The second part of Theorem 5.1 follows from a translation of A"' into Girard's system F [Gir71, GLT89, 
Rey741. The essential part of this translation is the well-known representation of finite sums and products 
and initial and terminal fixed points in F (see for example [GLT89] or [Has89]), although the details of 
the translation for inductive and projective types are original. We have already noted that the functions 
expressible in F are precisely those that are provably total in second order arithmetic, so the fact that all the 
functions computable by A?" are also computable in F gives us an upper limit on the expressibility of Af iV.  
We suspect that the inclusion is proper, although we do not know an example of a function computable in F 
and not in A!". Interestingly, there are algon'thrns computable in A!"' which do not seem to  be computable 
in F - the simplest example is the constant time predecessor. This is a symptom of a more general lack in 
System F, namely, that types such as products, sums, and least fixed points are not extensional; as a result, 
many desirable equations between terms are not provable. 
System F extends the simply typed lambda calculus A' with type variables and the polymorphic type 
Vt. a. Formally, we add the following term formation rules: 
(V Int ro) 
(V Elim) 
I ' D M : ~  for t not free in I' 
r ~ ( ~ t . h ~ ) : v t . a  
The metavariables a and T now refer to arbitrary t,ype expressions formed with + and V; that is, they may 
contain free type variables. The type abstra.ctioi1 operator A binds type variables in its body in the same 
manner as A binds regular variables, thus we need equational rules for A analogous to  those for A: 
(V abs) ~ D A I  = N : a  r D ( ~ t .  111) = ( ~ t .  N) : vt.  u 
( V a l  I? D (At. Ail) = (As. {s/t)Al) : Vt. a, if s not free in M 
(vb> r D (At. Af)r = {r / t )h . f  : {r / t )a  
( b >  I? D (At. M t )  = M : Vt. a, for t not free in Ad 
As usual, the reduction relation obtained by directing t,he (+P) and (VP) axioms from left to  right will be 
denoted -; if a term M reduces to  another term hT in one or Inore steps, then we write M -+ N .  
We will now start to  give a t,ranslation from A"" into F, such that if I' D M: a is a well-formed term in 
A"", then P z: Ti. is a well-formed term of F. Type a.nd tern1 variables will stay the same under trans- 
lation, as will lambda abstraction and application. The translation of the binary sum type a + T will be 
Vt. (z+t)--*(~-+t)+t, where t is not free in a or 7; the empty type 0 is represented by Vt. t .  Dually, the binary 
product a x T translates to W. (T+?+t)+t, while t,he singlet'on type 1 becomes Vt. t+t .  The translation of 
terms for these types is given in Table 1, where of course it is underst,ood that all of the variables introduced 
on the right hand side are new. 
Before we give the translation for the inductive and projective types, we will need a few abbreviations. 
I t  will be convenient to  continue our practice of treat,iilg a tmype xpression a as a functor with respect to  
substitution for a type variable t ,  thus we will write F ( T )  t80 mean {T/t)T; it is an easy exercise t o  show 
-- 
that TO~ F(T). Similarly, - if Ad is a t8erm of type r i e l ,  t,llrn we write F ( M )  for the term F ( M )  of type 
F( r )+F(v) .  The "functor" F will no longer preserve composition or identities, since most types under the 
translation into F are no longer ext.ensiona1 (see below), hu t  it will suffice for the purposes of this section 
because we are only interested in showing that the /3 reductions of A"" are strongly normalizing. 
We will also need the existentially quadfied type 3t. a. This may be expressed in terms of V and -+ as 
Vs. (Vt. a--*s)+s, where s is a fresh t.ype varia.ble. A t.erm of the existential type 3t. a is like a pair (T, M) 
2: u 
(Ax: a. M ) :  a+r 
M N :  r 
11: 6-6 + r 
1 2 :  T+U+ T 
[ M ,  N ] :  a + r+v 
0" : 0-2, 
XI: u X T+U 
7F2: u X r+r 
( M ,  N ) : a  x r 
0: 1 
x :  8 
(xx:~.Z):T-? 
-- 
M N : f  
  AX:^. At. Af:B+t. A g : ? - 4 .  fx):F--.u + T 
(Ax:?.At. Af:8+t.Xg:~+t.gx):~--.u+ T 
- -- - (Ax: u + T .  x'ii M N ) :  a + r+F 
( X X : ~ .  x~):G+'ii 
(Ax: ax. xZ(Ay: iT. Xz: 7. y)): u x r+6 
( A X :  a. ~z?(Xy:  8.XZ: 7. r ) ) :  u x 
-- (At .Af :~-?+t .  f M  N ) : u  x r 
( A t . A x : t . x ) : i  
Table 1: Tra.nslation of funct,ion, sum, and product terms 
of a type r and a term A4 of type { r / t ) a ;  we will exploit this analogy by introducing (as in [GLT89]) the 
syntactic sugar 
( r ,  N )  (As .  Xx:Vt. u-s. z r N ) :  3t. a 
(X( t ,  x : u ) .  M )  (Xy: 3t. a .  y,u(At. Ax: u. Ail)): (3t .  u)+v, 
where in the latter definition the term A4 has type v. It will be convenient to have this pattern matching syn- 
tax for terms of (translated) product type as well; t811us, t,l~e F t,erm (X(x: a, y: r ) .  M) will be an abbreviation 
for 
(Xp: Vt .  (a+r+t)+i. pel(Xz: u.  Xy: T .  A[). 
If we also write ( N ,  P) for (A t .  X f :  u-+r-+t. f iV P ) ,  t,lleil it is ea.sy to see that both of these pattern matching 
terms behave as expected under reduction, i .  e., 
The general translation for an inductive type fit. a was essentially given by Bohm and Berarducci [BB85], 
although they were mainly concerned with representing iteratively defined functions over the term algebra 
of an algebraic signature, touching only briefly on iteration at higher types. The corresponding translation 
for a projective type v t .  u was given independentsly by Hasegalva [Has891 and Wraith [Wra89]. Here are the 
translations for the types: 
The translations of the terms for these types are given in Table 2. 
It is now a simple matter to verify that this translat,ion preserves reduction in A!". 
Lemma 5.3 If M - N in X f U ,  t h e n  -+ N 
Proof. We will show two of t.he ca.ses; t.he rest. of the proof is entirely similar. We omit most types for 
brevity. 
I 
fold,, I ( A x : F ( P ) .  At. A f:F(t)+t.  f ( P ( Z t  f )  x ) ) : P ( p ) + p  
Table 2: Translation of inductive and projective terms 
it zF 
unfolduf 
new;, 
[ M , N ] ( L ~ P )  E ( A X . X T ~ N ) ( ( X ~ . A ~ . A ~ . A ~ . ~ ~ ) P )  
-+ (At.Af.Ag. f P ) z M N  
d+ V F  
- 
M P  
unfold(newT A t  N )  E (X(t, (f, E) ) .  F(llewt f)(f  z))  
((As. As. AY. (s, (!I' Y ) ) ) ~ M N )  
---+ (X(t, (f ,  e ) ) . F ( m t f ) ( f  x))(+, ( M , N ) )  
&+ F ( l l e z u ~ Z ) ( Z N )  
F(netuT ht)(AlN) 
- 
it 7 E (AS. Af: F(s)-s. AX: jZ. x s f ) ~ :  (F (y ) -+y )+ jZ+~  
- -- (A(t, (f:  t+F, x:t)).F(EFEt f)(f  x)): uF+F(uF)  
-- 
new r 3 (As. X f :  s+F(s) .  Ax: s .  (s, ( f ,  x)))+: ( 7 + T ( + ) ) + ~ + z  
This lemma is precisely what we needed to complete the proof of strong normalization for A!', since if there 
were an infinite reduction sequence from a term h l  in XI" then we would be able to  construct an infinite 
reduction from a in F. System F is strongly normalizing (see [GLT89], for example), so we are done. 
6 Syntax of the language A'" 
Now we describe the language A l p ,  which can ha,ndle mixed-variant recursive type expressions at the cost of 
introducing the potential for non-termination. We st.art by adding two type constructors to  A"": the lifted 
type a l l  which corresponds to  the operation of adding a bottom element to a cpo, and the retractive type 
pt. a, which corresponds to  the recursive type found by the usual Smyth-Plotkin construction [SP82]. Note 
that,  whereas the types of A@" could be thought of as set's, the motivating example for the types of A l p  is the 
category C P O  of complete partial orders (not. necessarily with least elements). A more general categorical 
setting in which to  find examples is the class of algebraically complete CPO-categories, as described by 
Freyd in [FreSO, Fre91, Fre921; we differ from Freyd in considering cpo's that may not have least elements, 
hence our CPO-categories include his as t.he specia.1 ca.se where everything is pointed. In this setting, we may 
view the retractive types as being con~t~ruct~ed in the a.lgebraically compact subcategory of pointed objects 
and strict maps; we will write more about this connect.ion in a, fut,ure paper. 
Not all type expressions a may appea,r a.s t,he body of a ret.ractive type, just as the bodies of inductive 
and projective types were restricted in t8he previous c1ia.pter to type expressions strictly positive in the type 
variable being bound. To state the restriction for retractive types we need to formally introduce the concept 
of a pointed type. Intuitively, a pointed type is one which contains a bottom element, i.e., a least element 
with respect t o  the information-cont.ent ordering on the type. Following our cpo interpretation of the type 
constructors, we may see that the types 1 and a1 are always pointed; it will also turn out that  the retractive 
type pt. a is always pointed. If the types a and r are bot.11 pointed, then the product a x T will be pointed, 
since the pair consisting of the bot,tom e1ement.s of a and r will be the least element under the pointwise 
ordering of a x r. Similarly, if r is pointmedl t,hen t,he fiinct,ion type air will be pointed for any a, since the 
constant bottom function is less defined t,han any ot,Iler element of adr. The empty type 0 and the disjoint 
sum a + T will never be point.ed; we will not, cousitler a. t,ype such as a1 + 0 to  be pointed, despite the fact 
that its cpo representation has a least element, since an element of a sum type necessarily conveys at least 
the information that it comes from one or the other summand. 
Since a recursive type pt .  a (or, mutatis mutandis, vt. a or pt. a )  is isomorphic to  the unfolded type 
{pt. o/ t )a ,  it is reasonable to consider a recursive type to be pointed whenever the body a is. We have two 
choices when defining the pointedness of type expressions with free variables. If a is pointed no matter what 
types are substituted for the free variables, then it is said to be ~~nconditionally pointed. If the pointedness of 
a depends on that of a free variable t ,  as for example in r+t, then it is conditionally pointed with respect to 
t .  Thus, our rule for inductive types will be that pt.  a is pointed if a is unconditionally pointed. We may go 
further with projective and retractive types, saying that vt. a and pt. a will be pointed if a is conditionally 
pointed with respect to t .  The reason for this difference comes from the respective constructions of the 
recursive types in CPO: an inductive type p F  essentially results from an infinite number of applications 
of the functor F to the initial object 0, while the projective and retractive types start from 1. If F is only 
conditionally pointed, i . e . ,  F ( T )  is only pointed if T is, then none of the finite approximations 0, F(O), F2(0), 
. . . , to p F  will be pointed; by continuity we thus expect that p F  itself will not be pointed. By contrast, all of 
the approximations 1, F ( l ) ,  F2(1), . . . , to v F  and p F  are pointed, so the limit types will be as well. Finally, 
for a retractive type pt. a to be well-formed, t may be of mixed variance in cr, but a must be conditionally 
pointed with respect to t . 
For a retractive type p F ,  we have terms wllicl~ give t,lle t.1~0 directions of the isomorpllism p F  21 F(pF):  
(p Intro) Q D foldpF: F(pF)--pF 
(p Elim) 0 D ~t~/.fold,,: pF-F(pF). 
If a is a pointed type, then we may use these terms to define a least fixed point operator fixu: (a+a)+a: 
(Ax: v. X f :  a+.. f (ui~fold, xx f))(fold,()cx: ti. X f :  a-+a. f (anfold, xx f))),  
where v G pt. (t-+(a-a)+a). This is essentially a typed version of Turing's combinator O (see [Bar84], for 
example), where the retractive type allows the self-application of x to be typed. 
We motivate the terms for the lifted type a l  by considering the left adjoint L to  the forgetful functor 
U into CPO from the subcategory C P P O l  of pointed cpo's and strict continuous functions. Lifting arises 
from this adjunction by taking the inter~retat~ion of a l  to be the application of the endofunctor UL to  the 
object corresponding to a ;  the effect of this is to add a. bott.om element to a .  One way of describing the 
adjunction L -I U is by giving a natura.1 transformation 11: C P O  i UL, the unit of the adjunction, such that 
each arrow 11x: X+UL(X) is universal from ,Y t,o IT, i .e . ,  for a.ny other arrow f :  X+U(Y) there is a unique 
arrow g : L(X)-Y such that f = U ( g )  o qx (see [h'Iac7 11, for exa.mple). If we have a judgement b ptd a which 
asserts that a is a pointed type, then we obt,ain t,he following t,errn judgement rules: 
(bottom) 
I ' D M : ~  (I Intro) r D LA.IJ: Ul .  
(I Elim) ~ , x : ~ D A I : T ,  D p t d ~  r D (Alx: a]. Ad): al-T. 
In comparing our language to Moggi's Cornp~tat~io1la.1 Laltlhda Calculus, we note that our treatment of 
lifting differs from Moggi's in two important respects. First, because we are dealing with the specific operation 
of lifting instead of an arbitrary monad of computations, we will get more terms and more provable equations. 
Specifically, by introducing st,rict funct,ions a.nd defining lift,ing a.s an adjunctmion, we will find some equations 
that hold for all pointed types, whereas if we only defined lifting as a monad they would only hold for lifted 
types. The second difference is that in Moggi's syst,em, all functions return values of the computation type; 
we require lifting to be indica.ted more explicit,ly, so that fu~lct,ions are expressible which do not represent 
computations of the lifted type (indeed, the entjire sublanguage X p V  is concerned with defining functions 
which do not return lifted types, because they a1wa.y~ t8erminat.e). 
7 Equational proof system for A l p  
We will extend the proof system given earlier for A!-'" to provide a formal semantics for the types and terms 
just introduced. Because Alp can express all partial recursive functions on the natural numbers, we cannot 
hope to obtain a complete proof system. We will only give a fairly weak system here; a stronger system 
involving approximation orderings and fixed point induction is given in the author's thesis [How92]. 
First we must add a congruence rule for the strict abstraction, since it is a new variable-binding operation: 
(s tr  abs) I ? , x : ~ P M = N : T  if T is pointed. I?r>(ALx:u].M) = ( X L x : u ] . N ) :  UL+T 
For a retractive type pF, we simply take the two equations establishing that foldpF and unfoldpF are inverses: 
(PP> 0 D unfold,, o fold,, = idF(pF) . f' (pF)+F(PJF) 
( ~ 1 7 )  0 P foldpF o unfoldpF = idpF : pF-+pF. 
For the lifted type, the adjunction gives us the following: 
r b A f l U L  = 1' : r  
I? D (Alx:  a ] .  J ILT] )  = A4 : 61-47  for x 6 F V ( M ) .  
However, after some experience using tJ1ese rules we discover t.1la.t they a.re not quite strong enough to 
represent our intuition about lifting. I11 particular, t.lley do not seem to reflect the desired property that the 
only elements of the lifted type a l  are the  element,^ of u plus bot,tom. Therefore, we will use the following 
more powerful inference rule in place of (1~) :  
r b A 4 l U L = N I u L : r ,  I ' , x : a t , A 4 L x ] = N L x J : r  ( I  exi) I'c,A4 = N :  a l i r .  
It  is easy to see that taking N (ALr: a J .  AlLxJ) in this rule lets us derive ( L q ) .  We do not have any good 
categorical motivation for this rule, yet without it we have been unable to prove equations such as 
(Xlx:  u J .  (Aly: ~ j .  A/l)P)Q = (Xly:  a ] .  ( A  Lx: T ] .  M ) Q ) P ,  
where x  and y are not free in P or Q .  Our iiltuit,io~l &out st,rict abstraction says that this should hold, 
i.e., that the order of strict evaluation should not illatt,er as long as hot11 arguments must be evaluated, and 
indeed this equation is easy to prove using tlhe "reasoning by cases" made possible by the ( l e x t )  rule. We 
take this defect of the categorically rnotivat,ed rules as an iilclicat,ion that more work needs to be done to  
fully understand the lifted types. 
Now we may prove a part,ial ext,ension of t.he fact t>l~at s~bst i tut~ing a term in a type behaves like functor 
application; note that a stronger proof systZem is required to 1la.ndle the case where the functor contains a 
retractive type: 
Lemma 7.1 If F ( t )  does not contazn any subterms of Ihe form ps .  v, where t  occurs free in v, then appli- 
cation of F  to a term preserves compositioi, and ideniiiies, i.e., F ( M  o I?) = F ( M )  o F ( N )  and F( id )  = id. 
Proof. Most of this lemma was proved in Sect,ioi~ 3 as Lemma 3.1; we only need to consider the case where 
F ( t )  is a lifted type expression. If F(1) = G(t l l ,  then 
F ( M )  o F ( N )  = F ( A f )  o (Ale:  G ( r ) ] .  LG(N)x])  
= ( A  Lx: G ( u ) ] .  F( . t f ) ( (A  Lx: G ( a ) ] .  [ G ( N ) e ] )  1x1)) 
= ( A  12: G(6 ) I .  ( A  1 ~ :  G ( r ) l .  LG(M)Y] LG(N)xJ 
= (Ax: G ( o ) .  L G ( L l f ) ( G ( N ) ~ ) J )  
= F ( M  o N ) ;  
similarly, F( idU)  = (XLz: G ( u ) ] .  [ T I )  = idF(") .  
The impact on previous results of the restriction on the form of F in this lemma is that the proof of Lemma 
3.2, which states that  the defined terms for unfoldpF and folduF are inverses for the primitives fold and F F  
unfoldup, is only valid for functors of the rest.ricted form. This provides another argument for including the 
inverses as primitives, as in Xpu'. 
In the interpretation of XLp  in the category C P O ,  we observe that application of the lifting functor t o  
the initial object, i.e., the empty cpo, yields a terminal object, i.e., a cpo with exactly one element. I t  is an 
interesting consequence of our rules for lifting t,hat this is true in all models of Alp: 
Lemma 7.2 The types O1 and 1 are isomorphic. 
Proof .  We will show that  the terms Iol'l and 11'01 are inverses. Since both terms are strict, either 
way of composing them will result in a bottom function, hence we only need t o  show that  L1" = id1 and 
1 0 1 - 0 1  = id01 . The first equation is trivial, since by the ( I v )  rule, all terms of type 1-1 are equal t o  
(AO. 0 ) .  For the second equation, since both sides are strict functions, if we can prove x: 0 D I o l ' O 1  1x1 = 
ido1LxJ : 01, then by using the (derived) strict abstraction congruence rule and ( I v )  we are done. But this 
last equation is true, since for any term x: 0 b M: a we find by (+P) and (017) that M = (Ax: 0. M ) x  = Ouz 
is true, i.e., all such terms are equal. 
This isomorphism is an instance of a genera.1 condition for showing that lifting is a monad with zero, a 
concept introduced by Wadler [Wad9O]. The monad natural transformations v: C A T and p: TT T receive 
their names "unit" and "multiplication" in pa.rt because of an ana.logy with the corresponding concepts in a 
monoid; the diagrams which must commute for a mo11a.d 1lla.y then be seen as statements that multiplication 
is associative and has the unit as an identity: 
TP x T T T X  -TTS l?T X T v ~  TS - T T X  - TX 
T T X  T X  
Wadler observed that many common monads also have zeroes with respect to  multiplication. In a category 
with a terminal object, we may present a zero for a mo11a.d by giving a natural transformation 6: 1 --t T such 
that the following diagram commutes: 
where OT1 is the unique arrow froill T 1  to 1. For the lifting monad, it is easy to  see that the bottom arrow 
from 1 t o  X I  will act as a zero, since the multiplicatio~l / I X  collapses both the bottom element I ( ~ A ) A  and 
the lifted bottom element L l X 1 J  down to the bott.0111 of X I .  
This author and Michael Johnson [Wad911 iildepeildently noticed the following special case of this defini- 
tion: if a category with a monad (T, 77, p )  and a terrninal object 1 also has an initial object 0 and if there is an 
isomorphism I: 1-+TO, then the natural transformation whose S component is the arrow Tox o I: 1+TX 
will act as a zero for the monad. This follows by a simple diagram chase, using the uniqueness of the ar- 
rows Ox:  X-1 and Ox: 0-S, plus the fact that OTo is an inverse for the given arrow I. The preceding 
lemma thus allows us to  confirm t,he above ohservat,ion about the zero of the lifting monad, since the term 
corresponding to T O x  o I is (XLx: SJ. Lnxxl) o I'-~', which is equal to  ll'X1 by the ( I F )  rule. 
8 The reduction system Xf;p 
We may now consider an operational semantics for A'", given as the obvious extension to  A t " .  The full 
reduction system Xfp will still be confluent, alt,llough it will of course no longer be normalizing. A notion of 
evaluating a term must therefore be relative to  some strategy for choosing a reduction path. We will show 
that a lazy strategy is computationally adequate with respect to  finding normal forms of programs. 
As usual, we obtain the reduction rules from the equational proof system by directing the (P)  axioms in 
the direction of decreasing complexity of terms. Here is the full list of rules: 
[M, Nl(l2P) - N P  
~1 (M, N )  - M 
7r2 ( M ,  N )  - N 
(Ax: 6. M)N - {N/x)M 
itpF M(foldpF P) + M(F(ItpF M ) P )  
~ n f o l d , ~ ( n e w , ~  M P )  -+ F(n,ewVF M ) ( M P )  
~ ~ t f ~ l d , ~ ( f ~ l d , ~  M) + M 
~ ~ f ~ l d , ~ ( f ~ l d , ~  A l )  M 
~ ~ i f ~ l d ~ ~ ( f ~ l d , ~  A l )  - A4 
(Alz: a]. Af) LNJ - { N / x } A J  
( A  Lx: aJ . M ) I " I  - IT. 
For the proof of confluence we may simply observe t,hat A f p  is a regular combinatory reduction system 
(CRS), as introduced by Klop [Klo80]. A con~binat~ory reduction system (CRS), as introduced by Klop 
[Klo80], is a generalization of term rewriting syst,ems to include variable binding operators and substitution. 
Our system Af P is a CRS with two binding forms, ea.ch of which binds one variable: (Ax. .) and (ALxJ. .). In 
fact i t  is a regular CRS, because it is left-linear (no inet,a-varia.ble appears more than once on the left-hand 
side of a rule) and non-ambiguous (there are no critical pairs). 
T h e o r e m  8.1 (Confluence)  If M --+ N nud A l  - P, theit there i s  a term Q such that N - Q and 
P - Q. 
Proof. Immediate from [I<lo8O], Theorem 11.3.11. 
Klop also shows that if a regular CRS has the additional property that it is left-normal, then it  satisfies 
a standardization theorem. The definition of left-normal is that all of the constants be to  the left of any 
meta-variables in the reduction rules. Intuitively, if a system is left-normal, then evaluating terms from left 
to  right will not allow any redexes to  be missed. 
Our system A f p  as it stands is not left-norma.1; for example, in the (+PI),. rule, the constant L I  appears 
to  the right of the meta-variables M and N .  To see concretely how t(l1is would affect a left-to-right reduction 
strategy, consider the term [id,fix i id]( id(~~O)) .  If we einployed a strategy of strict left-to-right evaluation, 
then the reduction would get hung in a loop trying t,o evaluate the right arm of the choice, never reaching 
the (-+P), redex a t  the right, which rnust be evaluated to  complete the (+PI), redex and reach the normal 
form 0. 
The non-left-normal rules are (+PI),, (i-Pz),, (,UP),. , (I@),, and (IF),. There are two easy ways t o  fix 
these and obtain a left-normal reduction syst,em. Eit,ller we ma.y rea.rrange the syntax of terms, so that these 
rules become left-normal by I<lopls definition, or we may modify the meaning of "left" with respect t o  the 
ordering of subterms. We will describe the second met,l~od here; tlie first is explored in the author's doctoral 
dissertation [How92]. 
To change the left-to-right order of e~aluat~ion,  we will alter the definition of when one redex, R, is to  the 
left of another, S, written R + S .  The effect of t,l~is will be to  direct reduction into the appropriate part of a 
potential redex (for example, the test P of a choice expression [M, NIP) so that the reduction does not get 
needlessly sidetracked. The definition of R 4 S tliat we st,art with is that a subterm R of a term M (which 
we write R C M; if R f M then as usual we write R C A l )  is to t'lle left of another subterm S C M if one 
of the following condit.ions holds: 
a R C MI and S c M2 for some subterm [MI, M2] of M ;  
a R M1 and S c M2 for some subterm (MI ,  M2) of M ;  or 
a R E M1 and S M2 for some subterm MIMz of M .  
Our modification will be t o  the last clause, based on whether or not the term MI is a strict abstraction, 
choice, or iterated function: 
a if R C MI and S C M2 for some MlM2 hil, then R 4 S if M1 $ (XLx: a]. P ) ,  [P, Q], or i t p F  P, 
otherwise S 4 R.  
Now, following Klop, we may define standard reductions and the process of standardization. If we have 
a reduction sequence R :  Mo - MI - . . ., then let us form a labelled sequence by the following process: if 
the redex contracted in the term Mi is R ,  then we label every redex S 4 R; descendents of labelled redexes 
keep their labels until they are themselves reduced. For example, here is the labelled form of a reduction 
from a term discussed above: 
[id,fix i d ] ( i d ( ~ ~ O ) ) *  - [id, id(fix zd)](id(~lO))* 
- ([ id,  id(fix id)](~10))* 
-. ([id,fin: i d ] (~10 ) )*  
- zd 0 
- 0. 
A standard reduction is one in which no labelled redexes are ~ont~racted. The above reduction is not standard 
because two labelled redexes contract, producing t,he second and fourth lines respectively. An equivalent 
standard reduction is 
[id, fix id](id(ilO)) + [id, ,fix id I (~10)  
i d 0  
- 0 .  
An anti-standard pair of reduction steps is a reduction R1:  Ah - M1 - M2 which is not standard. 
The process of meta-reduction is the replacement. in a reduction R of an anti-standard pair R1 by an 
equivalent standard reduction R 2  to obtain a new reduction 72'; we write R + R'. For example, in the 
reduction sequence 
R: (Ax: a. id(x, x))(id 0) - (Ax: o. id(z, x ) )O - i d ( 0 , O )  - (0, O) ,  
the first two reduction steps form a,n anti-st,andard pair; the pair may be replaced by a standard reduction 
to obtain the reduction sequence 
R': (Ax: a. id(x, x))(id 0) - id(id 0, id 0 )  - id (0 ,  id 0) 
- 1d(O ,0 )  - (0, O ) ,  
which is intuitively closer to  a standard reduct,ion t.1ia.n R .  One can imagine how repeating this process of 
meta-reduction will eventually produce a standa.rd reductmion secluence. 
This intuition is formalized by the following t,lleorem: 
Theorem 8.2 (Standardization) For every A:r reduction sequence R :  M - N there is a standard 
reduction sequence RS t :  M - N, obiai~,ed as a iloniznl form of meta-reduction. 
Proof. See [Klo80], Section 11.6.2.8. In fact, Klop does not give the proof for the fully general case of a 
left-normal regular combinatory reduction system, he only indicates that it is possible. However, a minor 
modification to  Afp will put it in the form of a left-normal term rewriting system plus lambda abstraction, 
for which Klop does provide a full proof. The required change is that the binding operation of strict 
abstraction (ALx: uJ. M) be replaced by the ordinary lambda abstraction (At.: o l .  t e s t ~ z ( A x :  o.M ) ) ,  where 
test:: u~+(u+T)+T is a new function constant. The action of test: is given by the following reduction 
rules: 
test; LM] N - NA8 
t e s t z I N  - I ;  
that is, it strictly evaluates the first argument and then applies the second argument to  the result. It is easy 
to  see that this modified system will have essentially the same reduction behavior as ~f P ;  in particular, the 
standard reductions in the two systems will be isomorphic. 
As a corollary we find that a leftmost strategy for X f P  is normalizing, using the adjusted definition of 
"left" : 
Corollary 8.3 (Normalization) If th,ere is a X f f  redttcfioit h.1 -i. N where N is a normal form, then 
the reduction sequence starting at Ad in which fhe I ~ f / m o s l  redez is contracted at each step will eventually 
reach N .  
Proof. By the Standardization theorem, there is a standard reduction RSt from M to N. Suppose that 
there is some step in RSt in which the contracted redex is not leftmost; then since the reduction is standard, 
no descendents of the redexes to  the left can ever be contra~t~ed, nor can they be erased, hence N must 
contain uncontracted redexes, ~ont~radicting the fact t,liat it, is a normal form. Therefore RSt is the desired 
normal reduction sequence. 
Note that this result is weaker t,han t#he cornputat,ional adequacy result for Xp". If there is some reduction 
from a term to  a normal form then we are guaranteed to find it ,  but there is no guarantee that the reduction 
system is strong enough to produce a normal forill wlienever the initial term is provably equal t o  one. 
9 Example: call-by-name and call-by-value 
In this section we present two retractive types n and v which serve respectively as  universal types for call-by- 
name and call-by-value versions of the untyped lambda calculus [Plo75]. This provides a syntactic solution 
t o  the problem of finding non-trivial universal types which corresponds to  the domain models presented by 
Boudol in [Bougl]. 
The type n is given by pt. ( t - + t ) l ,  which reflects the fact that the only way the call-by-name calculus can 
fail to terminate is when trying to evaluate the head of an application to  get an abstraction. By contrast, 
the type v is given by $ . t i t l ,  which reflects the fact that it is the process of application of an abstraction 
t o  a term which may not terminate, if the argument never reduces to  a value. Since in the call-by-value 
calculus we also have the possibility that evaluating the liead may not terminate either, we actually use v l  
as the universal type. 
To put this in more concrete terms, consider the following translations from A t o  Alp:  
N(x)  E x:n 
N(Xx. h4) E fold, [Ax: n. N(hf)J : i z  
N(MN) = N(Af)N(AT): n 
where A p p N  (A fold, U: n+n]. f )  and AppV z (A  tfold, (f:  v+vl)]. ALz: v]  . f z) In evaluating an ap- 
plication M N  in either call-by-name or call-by-value, M must first reduce t o  an abstraction. The strict 
abstractions on f in the App combinators will ensure that this evaluation takes place first. In the case of the 
call-by-value translation, the additional strict abstraction on z forces the evaluation of the argument next; 
in call-by-name, the function f is simply applied to the argunlellt right away. 
To formalize the connection with the call-by-name and call-by-value calculi, recall from [Plo75] that the 
cbn c bv 
reductions - and - are built up from the axioms 
(PI (Ax. M ) N  - {N/x)M 
(Pv (Ax. M)V - {V/x)M, V a value, 
respectively, where a value is either a variable or an abstraction (we will omit the optional set of constants 
and 6-rules for simplicity). Then we may use standardization to prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 9.1 M 2 N iff N ( M )  - N ( N ) ,  and M 2 N i$V(M) - V(N). 
Proof. The forward direction of each part proceeds by induction on the length of the reduction; we only 
need t o  show that N((Ax. M ) N )  --+ N({AT/x)M) and V((Ax. M ) V )  - V({V/x)M), for V a value. We 
will only show the deta.ils of the second, since the first is very sinlilar (a.nd easier): 
since V is a value, V(V) must be of the form LN] for some term N,  hence the strict application may reduce, 
leading t o  {N/x)V(M). Now, examina.t8ion of the definit.ion of V(M) reveals that  this substitution is identical 
to the term V({V/x)M), as desired. 
In the other direction we will make use of t,he standardization theorem of the previous section. Again, 
we will only give the details for the more complex call-by-value case. We will proceed by induction on the 
structure of M and the length of the reduction sequence. If Af r x,  then V(M) E lxJ, which is a normal 
form, so M N and we are done. If M E (Ax. P), then V(A4) tfold,(Ax: v. V(P))J,  so the only possible 
reduction is to  Ifold,(Ax: v. Q)J .  For this t.o be V(N) we nlust have that Q = V(P') for N = (Ax. PI); by 
c b v  cbv the induction hypothesis then we know that P - P' a,nd hence M - N .  
The remaining case is tha.t hf P Q .  If V(A/l) App" V(P)V(Q) reduces to  V(N), then either V(N) 
V(P')V(Q1), whence hf 2 PIQ' N by the induct.ion hypothesis, or the AppV must participate in 
the reduction. For this to be true, t,he st,andardiza.t,ion of t,he redactmion must  look like the following: 
AppV V(P)V(Q) - Appv lfold, (Ax: U.  V(P1))j V(Q) 
- ( A  1: v J (Ax: a .  V(P1))z)V(Q) 
- ( A ~ z :  I)]. ( A X : ~ . V ( P ' ) ) Z ) L Q ~  
-++ {Q1Ix)V(P1) V({Q1/x)P1) 
__j ViJ%TT), 
where V(Qr) = This uses the fact t11a.t in any standard reduction from V(Q), the first term in the 
reduction sequence which is of the form LQl] must in fact be V(Q1) for some value Q'. By the induction 
hypothesis we thus have the corresponding reduct,ion secluence 
c b v  M E P Q  - (Ax. P1)Q 
cbz, 
+ (Ax. P1)Q' 
c bv 
- {Q1/x}P' 
cbv 
i- N. 
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